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Forum

Between a liberal and a hard
place: Russia and global
ideological competition

Elizaveta Gaufman
University of Groningen, Netherlands

The National Research Institute of World Economy and International Relations of the Russian

Academy of Sciences (IMEMO) report points out that the world would experience an

‘‘increasing competition between states in the economic, military and ideological spheres’’

(emphasis added). Even though on the face of it, this passage might sound as a phrase from the

Cold War era, the ideological competition around the world (Adamson, 2005) is intensifying

with historical levels of polarization (Somer and McCoy, 2018). Russia occupies in this regard a

favorable position as it may seem attractive to diverging ideological fractions: from different

segments of conservative movement around the world, such as White nationalists who see Russia

as ‘‘the last White country’’ to Christian fundamentalists who mistakenly assume that Russia has

a homogenous Orthodox population; from opponents of perceived American hegemony to quasi-

liberal Western public intellectuals and politicians who depend on Russia to perpetuate their

Orientalist and civilizationalist narratives (Ragozin, 2020). In other words, Russia as a country

has become a simulacrum in the global ideological competition that reflects the preexisting

biases of diverse ideologues.

While the multipolarity thesis has been firmly established in Russian foreign policy doctrines,

several underlying philosophical questions are a subject of fierce debate in what is left of the

Russian public sphere. Notions of ‘‘new ethics,’’ ‘‘cancel culture,’’ #metoo, Black Lives Matter

(BLM) movement, debates on liberalism, political correctness, and feminism have become staples

in Russia as well. While the ideological competition is not limited to the West-centered debates

and Russia is, in fact, pursuing closer relationships with countries like China and India, as the

IMEMO report points out, ideologically, it is unlikely to embrace non-Western thought and

ideology such as Hindutva (Thobani, 2019) even though it does have some ideological resonances

with Russian conservative thought. Hence, this essay will concentrate on the way Russian society

engages with Western ideological debates.
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Epistemology of Russian thought

It is important to note that epistemologically Russian thought is built on Western philosophy as

well as Western conceptual apparatus and language, which makes it a type of European subaltern

(Morozov, 2015). This means that the Russian epistemic community is prone to the same evils

that have been inherent to much of the Western thought, such as racism and civilizationism

(Anievas et al., 2014; Bernasconi, 2003; Todorov, 1993). While the former was slightly mitigated

by Soviet policies of internationalism (Zakharov, 2015), the latter is still prominent in International

Relations (IR) scholarship—reflected in the IMEMO report’s comment on ‘‘civilizational choice,’’

for instance. At the time when most political scientists spent the late 1990s and early 2000s

debunking Huntington’s ‘‘Clash of Civilizations’’ thesis,1 many leading Russian universities

included his book or article uncritically into the syllabi on International relations (Shestopal,

1999). Moreover, racism in its Western colonial sense did not enter Russian thought, in the same

way at least, due to internal colonization (Etkind, 2013) and because serfdom, essentially the

Russian version of slavery, was not race-based. At the same time, civilizationism remains popular,

often in the form of ethno-pluralism: on the one end of the spectrum President Putin warns against

disrespecting the Koran in Chechnya, while Russia’s opposition refers to the mayor of Moscow as

a ‘‘reindeer herdsman.’’

Russian ideological debates are also built around liberal/conservative lines. As Brubaker (2017)

notes, liberalism is understood among the American right as a threatening force that must be

destroyed. A similar sentiment exists among many pro-Kremlin pundits who refer to liberal

politicians and media personalities as ‘‘liberasty’’—a notion that is supposed to be a slur as it

implies a ‘‘non-traditional sexual orientation’’ of the opponent. Liberalism in the Russian sense

is often seen as related to gendered issues such as sexuality, consent, and abortion rights. The

Russian state has been consistently trying to counter liberal tendencies in what Gulnaz

Sharafutdinova calls ‘‘the morality turn’’ in Russian politics (Sharafutdinova, 2014). One of the

prime examples is the Russian government’s restrictive legislation on ‘‘propaganda of non-

traditional sexual relations among minors’’ that has been welcomed in conservative circles

around the world and has made Russia even more attractive to conservatives abroad (especially

in the US). Additionally, as I noted elsewhere (Gaufman, 2017), Russian authorities and

Russian Orthodox Church (ROC) hierarchs have extrapolated the threat of feminism to imply a

threat to the ‘‘spiritual bonds’’ of Russia as a state. By feminism ROC hierarchs mean, for

instance, women’s focus on career instead of family or calls to re-criminalize domestic

violence. A similar sentiment can be found in conservative circles all over Europe (Kuhar and

Paternotte, 2017), especially in Hungary and Poland (Grzebalska and Pet}o, 2018), where

LGBTQþ rights protection and feminism have been derided by the ruling party as ‘‘gender

ideology’’. It is no wonder that World Congress of Families, a coalition of far-right, anti-gay

Christian groups was involved in pushing the gay propaganda law in Russia and its managing

director described Russians as ‘‘Christian saviors of the world.’’

What set Russian state ideology apart from most alt/new right is the lack of Islamophobia in the

state policy and rhetoric. This is understandable given Russia’s imperial ambition, but it also leaves

a door open for cooperation with countries like Iran or Turkey. The report points out that Russia

will not escalate the competition with either. Ideologically, these countries can find common

ground with Russia on the key feature of Russian conservatism—its anti-Westernism (Suslov and

Uzlaner, 2019), which makes it more likely for the Russian government to continue its conser-

vative agenda both for domestic and foreign policy sake.
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Contradictions of Russian liberalism

The problem with liberal/conservative split is that liberal values are sometimes rejected by Rus-

sia’s supposedly liberal elite. One example is related to the Russian version of the #MeToo

movement,2 which has often been interpreted with conspiratorial overtones. Female accusers have

been suspected of doing the Federal Security Service (FSB) bidding, as some of the harassers

turned out to be famous liberal pundits and journalists. A glaring example of such conspiratorial

thinking came to display when an extensive BBC profile on the head of the oppositional radio

station Ekho Moskvy Aleksey Venediktov yielded several allegations of sexual harassment.

Despite significant feminist activism, calls to hold politicians in Russia accountable have been met

with accusations of ‘‘cancel culture,’’ which in Russia has an added disadvantage of being a

dangerous foreign import.

The BLM Movement has also been met with an ambiguous response, both within the Russian public

and the Russian intellectual elite. Even supposedly liberal politicians and intellectuals have appeared

more concerned with the integrity of Louis Vuitton boutiques than police brutality. This is probably

related to limited exposure to the history of race relations in the United States, despite the massive

amounts of Soviet propaganda on the issue that documented the history of lynching, Jim Crow, and

segregation. For instance, in one of the early Soviet blockbusters ‘‘The Circus’’ (1936), the main

heroine is almost killed because she had a baby with a Black man and is subsequently welcomed in the

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics where ‘‘even pink-striped’’ people are welcome.

This prior internationalism, however, does not seem to have imprinted on the majority of Russians

as Blackness and Whiteness have been conceptualized slightly differently3 with the notion of

(higher) culture being an integral part of being a ‘‘civilized’’ nation. No wonder that Russians dis-

criminate against their own ‘‘Blacks’’—usually migrant workers who are considered not Slavic

enough and are usually satirized by means of accented Russian (Gaufman, 2014). As Zakharov

argues, a Russian concept of Whiteness is different from a typical Western one as it is connected to

the idea of symbolic capital of being a ‘‘First World’’ nation as opposed to primitive outsiders of the

‘‘Third World’’ (Zakharov, 2015). This assertion of Whiteness allows Russia to see itself as a part of

civilized world—a deeply Kantian perspective who also ranked ‘‘races’’ based on different races’

accessibility to aesthetic experience with ‘‘Negroes of Africa’’ being at the bottom of the list headed

by Germans (Taylor, 2020). The idea that a culture is a biological phenomenon was especially

prominent among the ‘‘aggressive dilettante’’ Russian nationalists in the 90s (Shnirelman, 2007) who

tried to firmly establish Russians’ place in the White race. Laruelle notes (2018) that many far-right

movements in Europe and the US indeed see Russia and its Slavic brothers—especially Serbia,

Bulgaria, Belarus, and Ukraine—as the last stronghold of the ‘‘White world.’’ Thus, even if neither

Russian liberals nor many conservatives may use race-based vocabulary, they do adhere to the

(Kantian) hierarchical distinction among cultures that is ultimately racist.

Conclusions

The doctrinal coherence of a transnational radical conservatism is far from being a fait accompli

(Laruelle, 2019). But, the morality turn could be and is already seen as an attractive alternative to a

supposedly hegemonic liberal discourse. It is not surprising that Russia is considered particularly

appealing for Identitarians, New Right and Alt-Right movement (Bluhm, 2019; Laruelle, 2019)

that are usually familiar with only a fraction of Russian ultraconservative thought (e.g., Dugin or

Limonov). Ultraconservatives might be willing to turn a blind eye to Russian foreign policy
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transgressions (such as Crimea annexation) as long as a country they perceive as White, Christian,

anti-gay, and anti-feminist positions itself as such. At the same time, Russian government’s

conservative turn fuels the anti-Russian discourse and sentiment among many liberals in the West

who see it as an expression of inherent Russian Otherness, thus disregarding a score of Russian

liberal and feminist activists and thinkers.

The IMEMO report consistently refers to a split along liberal/conservative lines around the

world, and especially in the European Union (EU). The report also talks about how some con-

servative national governments mobilize their Eurosceptic electorate through their clashes with

Brussels and this is where Russia often comes in. Given Russian government’s ‘‘morality turn’’, it

can function as an ideological alternative to a supposedly too liberal EU mainstream ideology.

While a ‘‘morality turn’’ was a tool to mobilize domestic legitimacy in Russia (Sharafutdinova,

2014) with the rise of conservative populism in Europe, it can serve foreign political goals as well,

as forging alliances with conservative European governments could potentially help remove EU

sanctions and derail a unified EU Russia policy. At the same time, the lack of Islamophobia in the

Russian state rhetoric can be a hindrance for some ultraconservative fractions in the West but can

leave a door open for cooperation with non-Western conservatives. Thus, the Russian government

can have its conservative cake and eat it too.

Notes

1. One of the more recent examples of uncritical engagement with Huntington is in the 2016 book published

by MGIMO University, a leading IR school in Russia, under the title ‘‘Strategic Forecasting of Interna-

tional Relations’’ (https://mgimo.ru/upload/2016/04/strategicheskoe-prognozirovanie-mezhdunarod

nykh-otnosheniy.pdf).

2. The Post-Soviet version actually originated in Ukraine and was called ‘‘I am not afraid to speak,’’ but in

both Ukraine and Russia, the outpouring of stories of sexual harassment and rape did not lead to high-

profile resignations or investigations.

3. Some of this distrust toward liberal movements can be explained by the popularity of libertarianism among

Russia’s nonsystemic opposition, which is ironic given that the mother of American libertarianism, Ayn

Rand, was an immigrant from Russia.
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